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Weighing Tech’s Place in Fashion
By WWD STAFF

Christene Barberich,
Rebekka Bay and
Seth Farbman.

THE WORLDS OF FASHION and technology continue to collide — with the stylish
embracing the use of 3-D printers and other,
once-unimagined tools and the tech set
growing more design-savvy by the minute.
Just how far the two sides have come
— and just how deeply technology is
changing the apparel and accessories
trade — was in focus at the Fashion
Tech Forum, hosted by Karen Harvey
Consulting Group in Manhattan.
Pamela Love, who was reluctant to
use any 3-D technology and considered
it “soulless,” described how she came
full circle, tried out the technology and is
now a convert.
Then there were representatives from
Gap Inc. who discussed how the fashion
giant is learning to transcend “big company structures” and think smaller, for
instance, by setting up an internal social
platform used during the design process.
And technology is also changing who
is in the industry. Nike’s chief talent
scout said tech people are becoming
more creative and design-focused, with
a chief digital officer bringing together
“the left and right brains.”
Here, highlights from the forum:

BALANCING TECH AND DESIGN

Constance White moderated a panel called
“A Designer’s Point of View,” featuring
Pamela Love, Adam Lippes and Tiffany &
Co. design director Francesca Amfitheatrof.
Although aware of the importance of
technology, the trio made a case for a
measured approach when it comes to design. “There have been a lot changes in
the way I design now,” Love said. “I was
reluctant to adopt all of 3-D technology.
I thought it was soulless.” But upon discovering programs such as ZBrush and
Sculptris, she realized there are ways
to create designs “that felt organic and
handmade, on the computer in 3-D.
“It increased how quickly I was able
to develop a design taken from a sketch,
or a thought in my head,” Love added.
Amfitheatrof noted, “We produce some
very large quantities of jewelry and we
use 3-D printers to help us very quickly
understand proportions and volume,
but we always start with sketching. I
think it’s very important that technology
doesn’t take over the creative.”
Lippes, who started his line in contemporary but recently relaunched at the
designer tier, concurred. “We used a lot
of technology [at the contemporary level],
and I felt it was limiting the intimacy you
have with the product,” he said. “When
we relaunched in the designer luxury, we
went back to no-technology design.”
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NURTURING TALENT AT GAP

throughout the design process teams are
encouraged to constantly stay connected.
In addition, the company adheres to the
Results Only Work Environment, or ROWE,
management system, originally pioneered
at Best Buy, which bases executive compensation on results rather than hours put in.
“Big company structures often get in
the way,” said Farbman. “You can overcome it by behaving in a way that’s personalized and small.”
Asked what she looks for in hiring talent, Bay said, “Someone that scares me a
little bit, who is a much better designer

Gap Inc. strives to attract talent and spur
creativity by “being big, but acting small.”
That was the topic of a discussion on building a better workplace with Gap’s global
marketing officer Seth Farbman and Gap
executive vice president and creative director Rebekka Bay, moderated by Christene
Barberich, editor in chief at Refinery29.
Talent nurturing tactics at Gap were
brought to light by Farbman and Bay,
who said the company creates a “boutique” atmosphere by colocating creative
and marketing managers to share common spaces and “create an atmosphere
of trust.” As Bay said, “We started to
physically tear down walls and reset
work spaces that we co-share to work
creatively. It’s like going back to design
school and having more of a blank canvas
to start to create.” Farbman also noted
that fewer meetings are being conducted
and that there’s “more actual doing....
Meetings are the worst thing ever.”
The executives also said that Chatter,
an internal social platform for better communications, was rolled out, and that

by 2020, this demographic has changed the
way consumers shop, entertain themselves
and communicate. Gutfreund said 52 percent of the world’s population is under the
age of 30. She noted that the Millennials are
“the most misunderstood generation that’s
ever existed,” citing adjectives such as “entitled,” “selfish” and “impatient.” Surveys
have shown that 25 percent of them feel like
older generations don’t understand them.
Gutfreund said Millennials just want
to be heard.
“Millennials don’t want to just make
money. They want to make meaning....

Big company structures often get in
the way. You can overcome it by behaving
in a way that’s personalized and small.
— SETH FARBMAN, GAP INC.

than I am. Someone who can pitch to
me.” She also seeks those “wanting to be
part of a team — that modern designer
who wants to be collaborative.”
“Curiosity is first,” Farbman said, explaining his criteria for tapping talent.
“It’s an attitude, a desire to make a mark.”
Farbman also cited a willingness to be inventive. “You have to give the right people
the chance to express themselves.”

UNDERSTANDING MILLENNIALS

As Jamie Gutfreund, chief marketing officer of Noise/The Intelligence Group, got
up to the podium, she asked for a show of
hands of those between the ages of 18 and
34. “We don’t understand you,” she said.
“The truth is we’re just jealous of you.”
With two billion Millennials globally and
an estimated buying power of $2.5 trillion
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They want to have a say and want to
be part of the process,” she said. If
Millennial consumers buy a Michael
Kors bag, for example, they want everyone to know they bought the bag and
want to be treated like shareholders in
the company. They want the company to
“communicate like you care about me.”

FOUNDER STORIES

A panel featuring three tech firm founders: Michael Preysman of Everlane, Tim
Weingarten of The Hunt and Katrina
Lake of Stitch Fix, and moderated by
Alisa Gould-Simon, chief executive officer and cofounder of Pose, discussed the
outsider’s view.
Asked about the challenges presented by
starting a business without being from the
fashion world, each had a different take.

